Today's world of universal data exchange, there is a need to manage the risk of unintended information disclosure. Publishing the data about the individuals, without revealing sensitive information about them is an important problem. Kanonymization is the popular approach used for data publishing. The limitations of K-anonymity were overcome by methods like L-diversity, T-closeness, (alpha, K) anonymity; but all of these methods focus on universal approach that exerts the same amount of privacy preservation for all persons against linking attack, which result in high loss of information. Privacy was also not guaranteed 100% because of proximity and divergence attack. Our approach is to design micro data sanitization technique to preserve privacy against proximity and divergence attack and also to preserve the utility of the data for any type of mining task. The proposed approach, apply a graded grouping transformation on numerical sensitive attribute and a mapping table based transformation on categorical sensitive attribute. We conduct experiments on adult data set and compare the results of original and transformed table to show that the proposed task independent technique preserves privacy, information and utility.
INTRODUCTION
Micro data (table with un-aggregated data) is a valuable source of information for research. However, disclosure of individuals' private sensitive information is unacceptable. Micro data is stored and released by a trusted centralized server. To avoid identification of individuals' information, attributes like Name, SSN (Social Security Number) are removed from the table before release. But, some set of attributes called Quasi Identifiers (QI), for example, Age, Gender and Zip can be linked with external data to uniquely identify the individual. The association of quasiidentifiers with sensitive attributes in public records is known as sensitive attribute disclosure. This problem is named as linking attack. It is very easy to prevent sensitive attribute disclosure by simply not publishing Quasi Identifiers and sensitive attributes together. But, the only reason to publish generalized Quasi Identifiers and sensitive attributes together is to support datamining tasks that consider both types of attributes in the sanitized database.
To counter the linking attack problem, K-anonymity was the first and effective approach applied [22] [23] . K -anonymity can not be applied to high dimensional data without complete loss of utility [3' ]. Since K-anonymity does not put any restriction on sensitive attributes, it faces homogeneity attack and background knowledge attack [16] . In other words, K-anonymity creates groups which leak information due to lack of diversity within the group. This limitation is overcome by L-diversity principle [16] . But, L-diversity principle deals with diversity only in categorical sensitive attributes (e.g. Disease) of a QI group. It does not check for range of values in numerical sensitive attribute (e.g. Income) and hence leads to the problem of proximity breach.
Proximity breach occurs in numerical sensitive attribute, when an adversary concludes with high confidence that the sensitive value of a victim must fall in a short interval even though the adversary may have low confidence about the victim's actual value [12] .
Utility of any data set can be measured only if the computation (task) to be performed on that data set is known. For example, a classification task performed on a real dataset may yield better results than that of the clustering task performed on the same data set. So, the sanitization should be in such a way that any task performed on the original and the sanitized data should yield almost similar results. Generalization of Quasi Identifiers by suppression [23] is also a sanitization method which leads to information loss. Since, many data mining tools can not handle missing attributes; the utility of the data gets reduced.
Without knowing the task to be applied to the data set, it is meaningless to judge about the utility of the data. But, the main objective of privacy preserving techniques is to preserve good utility of data, independent of the task applied. The proposed method maintains the structure and data type of the sensitive attribute while hiding the actual values. So, the utility of the data is as good as the original data.
Motivation
We identify Divergence breach as a privacy threat specific to categorical sensitive attributes in anonymized data publication. Divergence breach occurs in categorical sensitive attribute, when an adversary concludes with high confidence that the sensitive value of the victim individual is completely irrelevant to the actual value, even though the adversary may have low confidence about the victim's actual value.
Both the proximity and divergence attack exist in a published table, as long as there exist a QI group. The main issue in releasing the micro data is the disclosure of sensitive information. Surprisingly, in the literature almost all techniques deal with quasi identifier attributes or with sensitive attributes within a QI-group. The proposed technique deals with sensitive information directly, without disturbing QI attribute values there by preserving the information. We replace the original sensitive data with new data, which exhibit same general pattern but conceal the sensitive information even if traced by linking attack.
Our Contributions
First, we explain the problem of divergence breach in a Kanonymized, L-diverse table.
Second, the methodology of transformation of sensitive attributes is elaborated. A graded grouping approach is chosen for numerical sensitive attribute and a mapping approach is chosen for categorical sensitive attribute. All the sensitive attributes are to be transformed accordingly to get the transformed table. No other operation needs to be done on the quasi identifier or neutral attributes.
Third, it is explained that the above transformation procedures preserve the properties of the original data thereby information is maintained without any privacy leakage.
Fourth, to evaluate our methodology different mining tasks are performed on the original Adult dataset from the UCI machine learning repository. Then, the same types of tasks are again performed on the transformed table. The results are compared depending on the task.
RELATED WORK
The issue of privacy preservation was handled by many ways like cryptographic methods in distributed environment [24] [21] , changing the results of application and algorithms [6] [20] , query answering and data publishing. Query answering techniques are much related to data publishing approach, where instead of publishing the data, the data base answers queries as long as the answers do not breach privacy. Query restriction, auditing and output perturbation techniques and other statistical approaches are discussed in [1] . Auditing [13] and output perturbation [10] require maintaining state about the previous queries while data publishing does not need to maintain any state of queries asked.
The data publishing techniques tend to perform data transformation to maintain privacy. These techniques include methods such as data perturbation [5] [4] [25] , K-anonymity [22] [23] [7] [14], L-diversity [16] and T-closeness [19] . The data perturbation is a technique of adding/multiplying noise to the original data. Instead of original table, only the perturbed table and the distribution function used for perturbation are released for analysis. It is impossible to reconstruct the original data set and also the accuracy level is sensitive to the reconstruction algorithm [4] . If anonymization is done by suppression method, in addition to information loss, the utility of the data gets reduced. Because many mining tools and algorithms do not work on attributes with missing values.
Example: Consider the Patients List shown in Table 1 , released by a trusted server of a hospital and the Voters List of that area released shown in Table 2 . Table 1 [23] . K-anonymity guarantees that an individual can be associated with his/her real tuple with a probability of at most 1/K, through linking attack.
But K-anonymity only prevents association between individuals and tuples instead of association between individuals and their sensitive values. Since, this method places no constraint on the sensitive values in each QI-group; it may result in homogeneity attack. Homogeneity attack allows an adversary to derive the sensitive information of an individual with 100% confidence. Assume, an adversary attempts to infer the disease of Girija knowing her age and Zip. From the published 3-anonymous patient table 3, the adversary knows that she belongs to the QIgroup 1, and declares with 100% confidence that Girija is affected with Bronchitis. This problem is the motivation for L-diversity principle [16] .
L-Diversity
A and some other different methods like T-closeness [19] , (c,k) safety [17] .
The choice of the principles depends on the needs of underlying application. But all these methods focus on universal approach that exerts the same amount of preservation for all persons without catering for their concrete needs. But, Justin Brickell [8] prefers publication of QI and Sensitive attribute values directly in two different tables. The only reason to publish quasi identifier attributes and sensitive attributes together is to support data mining tasks that consider both types of attributes in a database. An effective condensation method developed in [2] but releases only selected statistics about each QI group.
A new generalization framework based on concept of personalized privacy which can maintain large amount of information from micro data was presented in [27] .
Personalized Privacy Preservation
Since, K-anonymity and its improved version such as L-diversity can not guarantee privacy protection if an individual corresponds to multiple tuples in the micro data; sensitive attribute (SA) generalization is introduced in [27] . After QI generalization, SA generalization (categorical data) is performed for all the QI groups, based on guarding node set by the individuals. So, sensitive values of each QI group is offered with required amount of privacy protection (varies with respect to each group), there by increasing the information by reducing excessive generalization.
The numerical sensitive attributes are categorized and the taxonomy tree built on this categorization is used for selecting the guard node. But, similar to optimal QI generalization [11] , optimal SA generalization is NP hard. Also, SA generalization does not take care of diversified values in a QI-group.
(e -m) Anonymity
Even if there exists, L-well represented values in sensitive numerical attribute of a QI group in a L-Diverse table; there is a possibility that an adversary, knowing the QI-group, concludes a short range sensitive value of the victim, with high confidence. For example, from the 3-Anonymous 2-Diverse Patient Table 4 , an adversary knowing that the victim belongs to first QI group concludes victim's salary is in the interval (10000-10030) with 75% probability, although he has 25% chance to discover the actual salary of the victim. This problem is named as proximity breach and handled by (e-m) anonymity method [12] which demands that, given a QI group G, for every sensitive value x in G, at most 1/m of the tuples in G can have sensitive values similar to x where the similarity is controlled by e. 
Problem Statement
Even though in a QI group G, with L-diverse sensitive categorical values, since, an adversary is restricted to get the actual value of the victim with 1/L% of confidence, there exists a more dangerous situation that, the victim is associated with totally irrelevant information with (1-(1/L))% of confidence. We name this breach as divergence breach.
For example, from the 3-anonymous, 2-diverse patient Also, the proximity problem discussed in [12] gives solution to single numeric sensitive attribute. Our motto is to design a simple micro data sanitization algorithm to preserve privacy against both proximity and divergence attack for any number of sensitive attributes. Also, sanitization should be in such a way that while preserving privacy, maximum information and utility of data is preserved. Also, any type of mining task can be applied, on the transformed table, without even any modification in the mining algorithm.
NOTATIONS
Let T be a relation storing private information about a set of individuals. T= {t 1 
PRIVACY MODEL
The proposed privacy model is a transformed table T', generated from the original table by transforming the sensitive attributes. The data type of the sensitive attributes decides the method of transformation. For generalization of numerical and categorical data, grouping methods and taxonomy based approach were followed in some previous works. Our new definition of privacy breach is, not only leaking the actual sensitive information but also leaking a very short range values of numeric information and totally irrelevant information, even with least probability.
Graded Grouping
Although various generalization principles such as (k, e) -anonymity [29] , Variance Control [15] , T-closeness [19] deal with numerical sensitive values A NS to preserve privacy, they failed to protect actual values from proximity attack. Our approach to sensitive numerical attribute is graded grouping as shown in Figure 1 .In the figure, the number of grouping (k) is considered as 3 but K may take any value more than 3. Each group is assigned a number name n1, n2, n3….
The proposed approach follows the following steps to convert the actual values into a new form:
1. Fix the number of categories (K) for the given domain and assign a Category Name (CN) 'n' for each. The value of 'n' may be any positive integer value in such a way that n1<n2<n3 and so on.
2. Fix the range (maximum and minimum) for each category C 1 …C K , in such a way that non-overlapping continuous range results. For example, the minimum of second category (Min2) is not equal to the maximum value of first category (Max1) but no actual value exists between these two values. 
Mapping Table

Table Transformation Algorithm
Input: Table T with n tuples Figure 1 . Graded Grouping Transformation for k=3
Output: Table  T 
EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
The main goals of the proposed approach are to investigate the performance implication in terms of data mining utility, information content and the privacy level achieved. we have used the adult database from UCI machine learning repository [18] with 32,558 records and the attributes age, education, relation, sex, race, work class, marital status, occupation, country were considered. The attribute age is considered as sensitive numerical attribute and graded grouping is done on this attribute. The attribute education is considered as sensitive categorical attribute and a mapping table is prepared for the same.
We have implemented the table transformation algorithm in Java standard Edition 5.0 and made to run on Intel® Core2 Duo, 1.8 GHz, 1GB RAM system which took only 28sec for generating privacy preserving Adult data set T'. Now T' can be called as sanitized data base. Utility of a sanitized database should be measured by how well cross attribute correlations are preserved after sanitization. So users/owners of the sanitized database are interested in workloads that take advantage of attribute correlations within the database, e.g., construction of classifiers.
Classifier Learning Accuracy
We have used WEKA tool to find the classifier accuracy. Learning accuracies of both the original Adult table and  transformed table are exactly the same for the considered class variable. Table 6 lists the classifier learning accuracies (Naïve Bayes Classification) for different class variables. From this table we conclude that data mining utility (classifier accuracy) does not get affected with the proposed approach, which in turn speaks about the truthfulness of data available in T'.
It is critically important to measure both privacy and utility using the same methodology. Otherwise, maximizing utility may lead to privacy violations.
Rule Generation
The number of rules generated by Adult Data set (T) and transformed table (T') with different class variables are studied, using C-Tree classifier. The confidence and support for rule generation are changed. Results are listed in table 7. From this table we conclude that the number of rules generated remains same, for the given support and confidence. This shows that information is preserved. But, if the sensitive attributes present in the rules, their transformed values are shown. Both the adversary and the researcher can not guess the actual values from the rules, which show that privacy is preserved. The researcher is allowed to interpret the results by proving his authentication and results to the central trusted server. A sample set of rules framed by T and T' is shown in figure 2 Figure 2 . A sample set of Rules generated with work class as class variable
Other tasks
We have performed other mining tasks such as clustering and association rule mining on the original and transformed Adult data sets. In Density based clustering, 57% instances are grouped as one cluster, both in T and T'. But, in simple K-means Euclidian distance clustering grouped 63% in one cluster. Since Association Rule mining of WEKA can not handle numeric attribute, the attribute age is omitted from analysis. The number of rules generated by the original and transformed table, using different association rule mining techniques such as apriori, predictive apriori, Tertius is found to be equal, for the considered support and confidence.
EVALUATION
In literature, data publishing methods transform the data in some way so that, only a certain types of data mining tasks can be conducted with guaranteed privacy. We do not aim at any specific data mining task. Instead, the proposed approach preserves privacy against any attack (proximity, diversity, linking and homogeneity) and the transformed table is resistive to disclosure of sensitive information, whatever may be the type of mining task. Since, the complexity of the transformation algorithm is linear to the input size, it is applicable to very large dataset. The experiments conducted demonstrate that our method outperforms the existing techniques in terms of execution time while maintaining information and privacy.
Computation Cost
The overhead of the proposed approach is transformation of the original 
Quality of Transformed Data
Numeric Data
One way of testing the quality of data is finding the level of matching between the original and transformed data. This provides the nature of relationship between original and transformed data [3] . So, the correlations between numeric sensitive attribute age of original table T and transformed table T' is calculated. It is found that the correlation is above 0.9, whatever may be the number of categories selected, provided all the categories have uniform ranges. However, if different ranges are selected for different categories, the correlation factor gets reduced but still above 0.8. Even if an adversary has some knowledge about the domain, approximate minimum and maximum value of the domain, he will be not be able to infer the actual values. Unless and otherwise knowing the number of categories, numeric name of each category and range of each category no one can guess the actual value. Consider a sample data set derived by graded grouping. The actual value 73 is transformed to 4.8, when the categorical number names (CN) are 1,2,3,4 and 5 but to 8.8 when the CN are 2,4,6,8,10. But in both the cases correlation is maintained.
Categorical Data
Encoding the categorical values will not cause any information loss.To check for the quality of transformed categorical data, regression analysis was done, choosing the transformed and original values as two independent variables. Assuming yet another dependent variable, regression equations are framed for both the cases. The goal of regression analysis is to obtain estimates of the unknown parameters Beta_1, ..., Beta_K which indicate how a change in one of the independent variables affects the values taken by the dependent variable. The coefficient of determination (to know how well the equation fits the data) is found to be equal in the both cases, whatever may be the regression equations framed.
Information Loss
A variety of information loss metrics have been proposed. But all these metrics were derived based on the equivalence classes generated. Since, the proposed method is not generating any equivalence class; those metrics can not be used to measure information loss. Also, no suppression/ generalization methods applied, the information is preserved 100% in QI attributes. Total information loss in transformed For categorical attribute, information loss is measured using height of taxonomy tree to which actual value is generalized. Since, we do the transformation based on mapping values, there is no information loss. Since, there is no grouping or equivalence class; there is no chance for proximity and divergence breach.
Proximity Breach
In K-anonymization (or improved methods), let t be the tuple in T, and G the QI-group in T' that t is generalized to. The risk of Proximity Breach of t, denoted as P b (t), equals x / |G| where x is the number of tuples in G whose sensitive values fall in very short interval and |G| the size of G. In our approach, the size of G is equal to the size of 
Divergence Breach
The amount of data distortion occurs by generalization of equivalence class e in K-anonymization is denoted by IL(e)=(|e|*|G|)/|D| where |e| is the number of records in the equivalence class, |D| is the domain size and |G| the amount of generalization. Amount of generalization is zero because of mapping table. Hence the information loss is zero and divergence attack is eliminated.
CONCLUSION
Algorithms such as k-anonymity and L-diversity leave all sensitive attributes intact and apply generalization and suppression to the Quasi-identifiers. The goal is to keep the data truthful and thus provide good utility for data-mining applications, while achieving less than perfect privacy. But utility is best measured by the success of data mining algorithms such as decision tree learning which take advantage of relationships between attributes.
Also simple anonymization is already widely used in practice. One prime example is clinical trial studies for new drugs in the medical and pharmaceutical domain. Even though the U.S. Food and Drug Administration guidelines are known to be strict, anonymization (or de-identification) is still considered adequate in the clinical trial setting for protecting the privacy of patients participating in the studies. Compared with other transformation techniques, anonymization is simple to carry out, as mapping objects back and forth is easy. Another advantage of anonymization is that it does not perturb data characteristics.
Optimal generalization is NP hard, as well as generalization becomes complex when dimensionality of the table increases [9] . But, the proposed method is extremely efficient because of simplicity in implementation. Since the transformed table preserves the characteristics of the original table, the utility of any mining task is preserved and thereby avoiding need for developing problem specific algoritms.
Being the simple procedure, transformation is done in data owners' site itself and can be supplied for any type mining task. The experiments conducted on the UCI data proved the utility and privacy of data for all typical data mining tasks. Also, the problem of proximity attack and divergence attack is solved by not forming a group or equivalence class.
